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Abstract
Lake advances continuities between Bandler's lifelong commitment to coalition politics, non-racialism and contemporary campaigns for reconciliation. This is surely the ground of ongoing discussions between biographer and subject, and it embeds reconciliation in a tradition that goes back to the peace campaigns and coalitions of the 1950s and 1960s. As Lake reminds us, it is consoling, in 2002, to be reminded that Australians can lay claim to long-standing traditions of inclusion, acceptance and social justice.
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No descriptions found. LibraryThing members' description. Book description. Haiku summary. Book descriptions. No descriptions found. Library descriptions. The story of Faith's extraordinary life, her journey from a childhood in a South Sea Islander community in northern New South Wales, to national recognition as one of Australia's leading human rights activists. Quick Links. Amazon.com (direct). Abebooks.com. Amazon Kindle (0 editions). Audible (0 editions). CD Audiobook (0 editions). Start by marking “Faith: Faith Bandler, Gentle Activist” as Want to Read: Want to Read saving… Want to Read. Detailed are Bandler's campaigns for Aboriginal rights and against racial discrimination. Her ability to be a politically effective woman in a public culture dominated by men is explored. Also discussed is the success Detailing the extraordinary life of one of Australia's best-loved citizens, this biography illustrates Faith Bandler's exemplary courage in fighting racism. Detailed are Bandler's campaigns for Aboriginal rights and against racial discrimination. Her ability to be a politically effective woman in a public culture dominated by men is explored. Read "Faith Faith Bandler, gentle activist" by Marilyn Lake with Rakuten Kobo. Faith Bandler is one of Australia's best-loved and most widely respected citizens. This is the story of Faith's extraordinary life, her journey from a childhood nurtured in a South Sea Islander community in northern New South Wales to national recognition as one of Australia's leading human rights activists. Drawing on Faith's own vivid recollections, as well as extensive research in the archives, Marilyn Lake tells a lively story which captures the warmth of the woman - her sharp intelligence, her generosity, her calm, her stamina, her eloquence and her ability to have &ap